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Production and Decay of Beauty-Baryon 

A. Fridman+ 
Sezione di Trieste, INFN - Area di llicerca, Trieste 

ABSTRACT 

We estimate the beauty-baryon production in pN interactions at c.m. energies 
relevant to the LHC and SSC projects. The possibilities of searching for the CP 
violation effects in the beauty baryon are discussed. Measurements of special decay 
channels are suggested in order to estima.te l1'ub/Vcbl with good precision. 

1 - Introduction 

Recently, the reasons for studying the beauty baIyon produced in pN interac
tions ha.ve been presented l ,2. Here we will summarize some of these aspects. We 
will discuss the interest in searching for CP violation in beauty-baryon decay as 
well as the measurements of some CKM matrix elements. A list of beauty baryons 
(Nb) with their charge and quark content is given in Table 1. We use the following 
notation l . The baryon with isospin I = 1 will be denoted by E, whereas S will be 
used for baIyons having I = 1/2. For I = 0, we use A unless each quark forming a 
baryon has I = O. In this case the notation will be n. The subscripts of E , S, A, 
and n indicate the number and the type of the heavy quarks (Q == b, c) contained 
in the considered baryon (the light quarks are represented by q == u, d, 8). The 
masses given in the table are those used in the PYTHIA Monte Carlo program3. 

We estimate the Nb = bqlq2 production cross-section, o-(bqjq2), from the ra
tio R = o-(bql q2)/ o-(bb) calculated with PYTHIA at the c.m. energies of ..;s = 
0.12,0.19,16 and 40 TeV, corresponding to the LHC and SSC projects (beam 
fixed-target and collider experiments) . Here o-(bb) is the pN -> bbX cross-section 
(X meaning auything) at the corresponding c.m. energy. Using the o-(bb) cross
sections1 given in Table 2, we obtain the cross-sections indicated5 by Table 3. 

Estimates of o-(bcq) are based on the fact that the momentum of the light quark 
will be negligible with respect to the momentum of the b or c quark. The kinematics 
as well as the QCD interactions in the final state will thus depend essentially on 
the be system. Therefore a. rough estimate of o-(bcq) could be written as2 
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Table 1 - Various beauty baryons using the notation explained above. The charge 
and the quarks forming the baryons are also given. The mass values are those used 
in the PYTHIA Monte Carlo program. 

Quarks Charge Mass 

(GeV) 

Ab bud 0 5.62 

buu +1 5.80 

Eb bdu 0 " 
bdd -1 " 

Bb b.~u 0 5.84 

bsd -1 " 

'::'bc beu +1 7.01 

bed 0 " 
3 2b bbu 0 10.42 

bbd -1 " 
Ob bss -1 6.12 

Obc bes 0 7.19 

Ob2e bee +1 8.31 

02b bbs -1 10.60 

02be bbe 0 11.71 

03b bbb -1 15.11 

u(beq) c::= u(Be) G x TJq , (1) 

(Be = be) where G = 1/2 is a color factor comparing the beq color singlet with 
the be one and where u(Be) is the pp --. BeX cross-section6,7. The estimate of TJq 

is obtained from the probability of producing a given q quark using the following 
rati02: 

bu: bd: bs : bqq = 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14: 0.10 . (2) 

The u(bcq) values are then obtained (Table 3), taking the u(Be) from Ref. 7. Table 
3 indicates also the number of Nb events expected in one year (10 7 s) of running. 
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Table 2 - The cross-section values utilized to determine l7(bq] q2) and l7(bcq). 

17 Ref. 0.12 TeV 0.19 TeV 16 TeV 40 TeV 

l7(bb) 4 ~ 2 J.!b ~ 2.5 J.!b ~ 200 J.!b ~ 500 J.!b 

I7(Bc) 6 ~l nb - ~180 nb -

I7(Bc or B;) 7 ~27 pb ~ 100 pb ~ 60 nb ~ 147 nb 

Table 3 - Cross-section estimates of the pN -> NbX reactions for various c.m. 
energies corresponding to fixed-target and collider experiments. Estimates of the 
number of NbX events produced in one year (107 s) ofrunning are also given. For 
the bea.m target experiments a Cu target was considered with a length of 5 mm 
along the beam direction and a beam of lOB pis. A luminosity of 
L = 1032 cm-2s-1 was taken for the colliders. 

Nb 0.12 TeV 0.19 TeV 16 TeV 40 TeV 

Ab (1.7 ± 0.3) 10-1 p.b (1.78 ± 0.01) 10-IJ.!b 17.0 ± 0.1 lIb 43.4 ± 0.4 lIb 

~ 4.6 lOB /year ~ 4.8 lOB /year ~ 2 1010 /year ~ 4 10to/year 

Eb (1.84 ± 0.02) 10-2 J.!b (2.75 ± 0.05) 10-2J.!b 2.9 ± 0.1 J.!b 7.3 ± 0.2 J.!b 

~ 5 101/year ~ 7.4 107/year ~ 3 109/ year ~ 7 109/year 

2b (1.70 ± 0.02) 1O-2/1b (2.45 ± 0.05) 10- 2 J.!b 2.4 ± 0.1 J.!b 5.8 ± 0.2 J.!b 

~ 4.6 107/year ~ 6.6 107/year ~ 2 109/year 6 109/year 

nb (2.0 ± 0.4) 1O-4J.!b (2.5 ± 0.5) 10-4 /1b (2.0 ± 0.4) 1O- 2J.!b (10 ± 2) 10-2 J.!b 

~ 5.4 105/year ~ 6.8 106/year ~ 2 107/year ~ lOB/year 

Bbc ~ 6 pb ~ 21 pb ~ 13 nb ~ 31 nb 

~ 1.6 104/yea.r ~ 5.7l04/year ~ 107/year 3 107/year 

nbc ~ 2 pb ~ 8 pb ~ 5 nb ~ 12 nb 

~ 5.4 10J/year ~ 2.2 104/year ~ 5 106/year ~ 107/year 
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For the collider we use a luminosity of L == 1032 cm-2s-!, whereas for the beam
target interactions we consider a beam of lOB pis and a Cu target having a length 
of 5 mm along the beam direction, 

The present estimates indicate that both collider projects (LHC and SSC) 
lead to similar statistics. With the present fixed-target example the statistics 
are lower by a factor of ~ 100 with respect to the collider experiments where 
L == 1032cm-2s-!. The choice of longer targets as well as larger luminosities could 
certainly be envisaged. Within the present estimates, the search for beq baryons 
could be carried out with the collider experiments. 

2 - Comments about the search for CP violation 

Similarly to the search for CP violation in the B± decay, the study of beauty
baryon decays does not need tagging processes of the associated beauty hadron 
produced in the same event. However, the search for an asymmetry in t,he B+ I B 
decay or in one of the cases, Abl Ab, '£blf)b, =-bI3b, etc., would, in principle, depend 
on final-state interactionsB, 

In the present discussion, let us consider a beauty baryon of spin 1/2 decaying 
into two ha.drons having spin a and 1/2 (this situation is similar to A --> p7r 
and=- --> A7r studied about 30 years ag09). The weak decay in these cases will 
be described by Sand P waves (corresponding to relative orbital momenta of 
I = 0,1, respectively). The partial width r and the decay parameters a, (3 and "( 
of Nb (a 2 + (32 + "(2 == 1) as well as those related to fih (having a bar sign on the 
parameters) can be used to search for CP violation by testing the non-zero values 
of the following ratios9,!o: 

r-t 
I)" == --

r+r' 

A == ra + ~& ~ a + & , 
ra - r& a - & 

B == r(3 + tiJ ~ (3 + ~ . 
r(3-r(3 (3-(3 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

Note that for a given CP violation effect we expect!O that IBI ~ IAI ~ 11),,1. 
indicating that the measurements of (3 and iJ might be very useful. In fact, even 
with CP violation, I)" # a can only occur when more than one isospin transition 
(between the initial and final state) is present (see for instance Ref. 1). 

The relations between the various parameters are given in Table 4 for CP 
conservation or violation in the beauty-baryon decay!. For each case we consider 
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Table 4 - The r, a and {J relations between the Nb and fib deca.ys for CP con
servat.ion or violation. In each case final-state interactions (FSI) were assumed or 
neglected. 

CP conservation CP violation 

FSI No FSI FSI No FSI 

r=r r=r r # r* r=r 
a =-a a =-a a #-a a =-a 
{J = -fJ {J,fJ=o {J # -fJ {J=fJ 

* With only one isospin transition, r = r (see text). 

the presence of final-state interactions or decay processes where the final state 
could be neglected. Note that non-zero values of the {J or fJ paxa.meters are related 
to the violation of the time reversal (T) applied to the considered decay process, 
and hence to the CP violation (CPT rule) . However, final-state interactions can 
also lead to {J, fJ # o. Table 4 indicates the relations between (J and fJ that could 
indica.te the violation of time reversal. 

To clarify the discussion, .we consider the pp -> I\.bX reaction with the weak 
decays of I\.b -> 1\.1!'0 and I\. -+ P1!'-. Let us now see how to measure the a == a(l\.b) 
and (J == (J(l\.b) param~ters [a == a(Ab) and fJ == fJ(Ab)J. To this end we consider 
the angular distributions of the proton in the I\. rest frame with respect to the 
coordinate system shown in Fig. 1 and given by (see Appendix B in Ref. 1): 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The I\. distribution with respect to the Ab pola.rization [P(Ab), modulus P(Ab)J in 
the Ab rest frame is (see Fig. 1): 

(7) 

The a(Ab) decay pa.rameter can be measured with the distribution given by formula 
(4). Thus a measurement of P(Ab) would be possible with distribution (7) valid in 
the Ab rest frame. If P(l\.b) # 0, one could determine (J(Ab) and 'Y(Ab) [formulae 
(5) and (6)J. 
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Finally, we summanze the suggestions for measurements related to beauty 
baryons ru;; follows 

production rates and branching ratios of Nb or/and Nb, 

existence of baryons having more than one heavy quark, 

meru;;urement of a(Nb) and a(Nb) for given decay channels. 

measurement of the polarization P(Nb) and P(Nb), 

search for CP violation in the Nb, Nb decay by comparing their partial decay 
widths as well as a(Nb) with a(Nb), 

search for T reversal violation for beauty baryons decaying into two particles 
having J = 0 and 1/2 if P(Nb), P(Nb) "I o. 

3 - CKM matrix elements 

The lifetime of beauty baryons is expected to be shorter than that of the B 
mesons, similarly to the cru;;e of charmed hadrons2. The Ae, ~~ are shorter than 
DO (which have similar non-spectator contributions) and ~~ shorter than D± 
(whicll have less substantial non-spectator contributions). The argument is that 
QCD color factors make the meson lifetimes longer, basically due to the stronger 
binding of the light quarks. This difference in QCD effects could fadlitate the 
determination of the CKM matrix elements (l1;j) in the beauty-baryon decays. In 
fact, the QCD effects are expected to be simlar for the decay of Nb -> DO X', DO X, 
(X' representing here either a ·nucle<:in, hyperon, charmed or beauty baryon). This 
is because the spectator graphs yield similar amplitudes. Note, however, that the 
non-spectator diagrams are different for Nb -> DO X, and Nb -> DO X'. This can be 
seen from Fig. 2, which shows the example of Ab -> DO A, Jjo A decay. Assuming 
that the spectator model (factorization process) is dominant in the decay process, 
the meru;;urement of branching ratios (BR) with X, == A,p (see Fig. 2) leads to: 

BR(Ab -> DO A) lVub V«12 
= 

BR(Ab -> DO A) IV~b Vu.j2 , 
(8) 

BR(Ab -> DOp) lVub Vedl 2 

BR(Ab -> DOp) Web Vudl 2 
(9) 

The errors in the measured We.l, Wu,l, lVedl, Wudl values are sma1l2
, and will in

troduce in formulae (8) and (9), only a small systematic error on the 1V"b/Vebl 
measurement, of the order of 10- 2. 

The decay B± -> DO](±, DO](± could also be used to estimate CKM matrix 
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Table 5 - Examples of Nb decays having final states that could be easily detected. 
The A decay is not shown as we always consider the A --+ 7r- p process. 

b --+ q Baryon decay Final state 

h-tu fl- - -0 b ----t 7r .= , =:0 --+ A7I"0 71"- 71"0 A 

b -t C fl;;- --+ 71"- fl~, flo -t 7I"+fl -c , fl - --> ](- A 7r-71"+ K- A 

b-->u -;:;0 --> 71"- E+ 
~b , E+ --> P7l"° 7I"- 7I"0p 

b-tc -.::2 --> 71"--;:;+ ...... ""c , -;:;+ --> 71"+=0 ....... c ~ I =:0 --> 71"0 A 71"-71"+ 71"0 A 

b --> u ::'b -t 71"- A, 71"- A 

b --> c -- - -0 =0 --> 71"+=- s- --> 71"- A 71"-71" - 71"+ A =,. ----t 'i"r ='c' ...... c ....... I 

b-tu AO - 71" -b --> 71" p, P 

b --> c Ag -t 71"- A + c , A + --> 71"+ A c 71"-71"+ A 

elements. Two spectator diagrams will, however, contribute to the B+ --> Jjo](+ 
(B- --> DO K-) processes (Fig. 2). This will complicate the extraction of the 
eKM matrix elements relations. In addition, there will be stronger QeD effects, 
as already stated above. 

We present in Table 5 some beauty-baryon decays tha.t. could be measured 
easily. Here the b --> c and b -t u transitions lead to different. final states. The 
QeD effects could then be different in each diagram. Nevertheless, comparison of 
the following measured ratios, 

BR(flb --> 71"- =:0) ~ lV.bl 2 r/>(u) 
BR(flb --> 71"-fl~) - IVcbl 2 r/>(c) 

BR(=:g --> 71"-E+) lVubl 2 r/>(u) 
--~~----~~~ ---- ---
BR(.::g --> 7I"-Et) - \1'cbl 2 r/>(c) 

BR(=:g --> 71"- A) lVubl 2 r/>(u) 
---,'--!!--------:!-:- ~ ---- ---
BR(=:g --> 7I"-=:~) - \1'cb1 2 r/>(c) 

BR(Ab --> 7I" - p) ~ lVubl 2 r/>(u) 
BR(Ab --> 71"- Ac) - \1'cbl 2 r/>( c) 

with formulae (8) and (9) will allow the comparison of QeD effects in beauty
baryon decays. Here r/>(u) [r/>(b)] is the phase-space factor corresponding to the 
b --> u [b -t c] transition for a specific final state. 
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Fig. 1 - The production plane of the pp -+ NbX reaction and the P(Nb) pola.
rization normal to this plane. The X, Y, Z represent the coordinate system used 
in the 11. rest frame for defining the p angular (lh-3) distributions coming from the 
11. -+ p7r decay. Here e is the 11. emission a.ngle with respect to the P(Nb) direction 
in the N b rest frame. 
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Fig. 2 - Diagrams for the B+ -> lJo J(+, DO J(+ (top) and Ab -> DO A, lJo A 
(bottom) decay channels (see Ref. 1). The CKM matrix elements entering in the 
diagrams are indicated. Note that the same kind of diagrams apply for the charge 
conjugated reactions but where If;j ..... V;;. 




